Lasarte-Oria, 2 October 2019

Jema Energy presents the new generation of chargers at Busworld 2019

The new generation of modular and inter-operable chargers is on show in Brussels by Jema Energy.

Jema presents the new ECI series family charger on its stand 3100, Hall 3. Also known as the most powerful of the new generation of modular and inter-operable chargers, it has a power of 150 kW.

This new charger includes a smart charging system to optimise the charging process and make it more efficient since it distributes the available power equally and prioritises charges according to the needs of each vehicle’s route schedule or as per hourly rates. The new 150 kW ECI can charge by cable or pantograph in depots, with the latter providing a cable-free installation.

New 150 kW ECI data

- Cable or pantograph connection.
- Central integrated charging function.
- Network analyser included.
- Remote communication modules via MODBUS TCP/IP or COPP 1.6.

From 18 to 23 October, Jema Energy will also be showing its charging infrastructure engineering capabilities and turnkey solutions.

Busworld is the ideal scenario for getting to know success stories in opportunity charging installations such as, for example, the Aix-en-Provence (France) project.

This is one of the most important projects carried out by Jema in France, solving the need to adapt the installation in a limited space to charge two buses with a new system that is ground-breaking in the market.
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